CASE STUDY

CIVIL ENGINEERING FIRM TEAGUE NALL AND PERKINS (TNP)
RE-IMAGINES EMPLOYEE DATA ACCESS, COLLABORATION AND
SECURITY.
When faced with the challenge of remote access to SMB ﬁles and disparate Cloud Silos TNP
chose the File Fabric to simplify and consolidate their ﬁle and storage access.

CHALLENGE
Teague Nall and Perkins, Inc. (TNP) is a professional civil engineering, surveying, and
landscape architecture ﬁrm with seven oﬃces across Texas and Georgia. The ﬁrm has built a
long-standing reputation for providing quality designs and responsive services to their
clients.
TNP uses the Nasuni ﬁle services platform, which provides an SMB interface to object
storage data stored on Azure.
Their business processes involve frequent collaboration and data exchanges with
contractors, partners, and clients. Over the years, the ﬁrm used diﬀerent tools to collaborate
and eventually settled on Egnyte and DropBox,. To use these platforms, users had to copy
data to and from their on-premises ﬁle servers.
Business processes naturally drive updates to these documents which means multiple
iterations of documents are moved back and forth across their diverse data silos: Nasuni,
Egnyte, and DropBox.
Frustration and ineﬃciencies developed as TNP team members were forced to spend time
resolving which version of any given document were correct, with multiple versions of the
same document in those various data silos.

USE CASE AND SOLUTION
The information technology team, headed by IT Director Todd Dughman, decided there had
to be a better approach. He wanted to be able to collaborate directly from the ﬁles on their
Nasuni environment. He further wanted a single source of truth that would eliminate the
needless process of copying ﬁles to another platform before they could be shared.
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Collaborating directly from Nasuni would provide several other beneﬁts - particularly relating
to security. It would consolidate audit and reporting onto a single platform while also
allowing authentication and authorization directly from Active Directory.
After an evaluation, TNP elected to migrate their collaboration data to the Enterprise File
Fabric. One of the deciding factors for Todd was the File Fabric’s tight integration with
Nasuni. The company was able to use the existing Nasuni NTFS ACLs (access control lists) to
enforce permissions for data access and allowed for a rapid implementation.
The installation of the software appliance on Azure was quick and straightforward. TNP was
able to deploy the File Fabric into their Azure environment right from the Azure Marketplace.
It enabled TNP staﬀ to access their data regardless of their oﬃce location. TNP elected to
restrict user access to data for the File Fabric’s rich functional web user interface which
encompasses more capabilities than are available in either Windows Explorer or Mac Finder.
These include the ability to preview ﬁles without having to open them, right clicking on any
ﬁle or folder to facilitate collaboration, PDF annotation, commenting on documents, and
many more.
The transition for end users was quite easy because they were already accustomed to a web
interface on previous collaboration tools.
Transitioning the active collaboration ﬁles from Egnyte to Nasuni was facilitated using
the File Fabric’s single pane of glass access, which supports over 60 data sources. TNP was
able to use the File Fabric to drag and drop data residing in Egnyte into the Nasuni
environment.
As the pandemic evolved and more of the staﬀ had to work from home, TNP moved to
deploy Microsoft Teams for collaboration. The company was able to leverage the File Fabric
Microsoft Teams integration which enabled direct user access to File Fabric managed
Nasuni data directly from the Teams application providing the ability to collaborate and share
ﬁles via links to ﬁles residing in Nasuni rather than uploading into Teams directly.
An improved consolidated security model based on an existing Active Directory
infrastructure was a key decision point for TNP. With the File Fabric, end users leverage their
existing credentials, including additional two-factor authentication supplied by the File Fabric,
for access to their data.
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Authenticated third-party partners and customers use the File Fabric’s separate SAML
authenticated access to access to shared partner folders. All access to the data under
management is logged in a detailed audit trail that TNP maintains for audit and compliance
purposes. The result is a single source of truth for both security, data access, and
collaboration.
TNP will continue to leverage the features that the File Fabric providers and will shortly
deploy the content search capability of the File Fabric. This feature will index the content of
all documents, Oﬃce, PDF, text ﬁles, etc. to enable end users to search and ﬁnd ﬁles by
content, tags, and metadata. The search is similar to having a private search engine for
corporate data behind the ﬁrewall. Importantly, those search results are constrained to only
data for which a user has permissions. For example, an engineer search for ﬁles that contain
his name will see ﬁles in his home and shared directories but will not see ﬁles containing his
name in the HR folder.

RESULTS
Thomas Barnhardt, the engineer responsible for deploying the File Fabric, said “I really
appreciate the SME support team. They were a big factor for me as we went forward in the
process of the migration, conﬁguration and implementation.”
“For TNP consolidation of data – to Nasuni – and security – to Active Directory on the File
Fabric has been the key to streamlining internal and external collaboration processes, while
making life easier for TNP staﬀ and the IT team in particular. Now we don’t need to juggle
data across multiple platforms. I am incredibly happy with the outcome,” said Todd
Dughman.
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ABOUT

STORAGE MADE EASY®
Storage Made Easy provides a software solution, the
Enterprise File Fabric™, which unites on-cloud and onpremises ﬁle and object storage infrastructure indexing
ﬁle and object metadata and content. The metadata is
used to build a global ﬁle system and enforce compliance

USA +1 415 477 1053

with current and incoming legislation and provide

UK +44 20 8212 7316

enhanced cybersecurity against data challenges such as
PHI / PII exposure and ransomware attacks, whilst also
accelerating end user and system workﬂows.

EU +41 435 080 078
sales@storagemadeeasy.com
Free hosted and enterprise trials available from
www.storagemadeeasy.com

The metadata catalogue is kept up to date in real-time
and provides a single uniﬁed entry point to corporate
data, providing access to over 60 ﬁle and object storage
solutions, including Windows Filers, SAN, NAS, Amazon,
Azure and Google Cloud, whereby legacy and new data
repositories can be accessed and controlled from a single
pane of glass.
The company is backed by Moore Strategic Ventures, LLC,
the private investment vehicle of Louis M. Bacon, in
addition to entrepreneurs in the London market
insurance industry, who have previously successfully sold
their company to a listed peer.
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